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New-generation high-field superconducting magnets pose a challenge relating to the protection of the
coil winding pack in the case of a quench. The high stored energy per unit volume calls for a very efficient
quench detection and fast quench propagation in order to avoid damage due to overheating.

A new protection system called Coupling-Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) was recently developed and
tested at CERN. This method provokes a fast change in the magnet transport current by means of a capac-
itive discharge. The resulting change in the local magnetic field induces inter-filament and inter-strand
coupling losses which heat up the superconductor and eventually initiate a quench in a large fraction
of the coil winding pack.

The method is extensively tested on a Nb–Ti single-wire test solenoid magnet in the CERN Cryogenic Lab-
oratory in order to assess its performance, optimize its operating parameters, and study new electrical con-
figurations. Each parameter is thoroughly analyzed and its impact on the quench efficiency highlighted.

Furthermore, an alternative method is also considered, based on a CLIQ discharge through a resistive coil
magnetically coupled with the solenoid but external to it. Due to the strong coupling between the external
coil and the magnet, the oscillating current in the external coil changes the magnetic field in the solenoid
strands and thus generates coupling losses in the strands. Although for a given charging voltage this con-
figuration usually yields poorer quench performance than a standard CLIQ discharge, it has the advantage
of being electrically insulated from the solenoid coil, and thus it can work with much higher voltage.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

New-generation high-field superconducting magnets require a
very efficient quench protection system which can quickly dis-
charge the energy stored in a coil. Conventional protection sys-
tems, such as energy-extraction systems and quench heaters,
have drawbacks and limitations. The value of an extraction resistor
REE, and hence the decay time, is limited by the maximum safe
voltage in the circuit UEE = REE�I. Quench heaters rely on the thermal
diffusion across insulation layers, an inherently slow process, and
increase the risk of electrical break-down.

A new Coupling-Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) protection system
was recently developed at CERN. This method features a capacitive
discharge through a current lead connected to an internal point of
a coil, resulting in a fast change of the local magnetic field in the
conductor. As a result, coupling losses are generated in the copper
matrix of the superconductor which heat up the coil and quickly
initiate a quench due to the enhanced temperature. The CLIQ was
successfully tested on a 2 m long quadrupole magnet in the CERN
magnet test facility [1–2].

Nevertheless, testing the method on a small-scale test mag-
net allows a more thorough analysis of the system behavior thanks
to the reduced time required for each test and to the additional
voltage taps available for measurements. The CLIQ is tested on a
Nb–Ti solenoid magnet at CERN in order to assess its performance,
optimize its operating parameters, and study various electrical
configurations. The effect of each parameter on the system perfor-
mance is thoroughly investigated.

Moreover, an alternative CLIQ design is tested, based on a
capacitive discharge through a copper external coil surrounding
the solenoid magnet. Such a system is electrically insulated from
the magnet but can deposit heat in the solenoid coil by introducing
coupling losses in its strands.

2. The Coupling Loss Induced Quench system

The CLIQ system, presented in [1–2], is schematized in Fig. 1. Its
design is based on a protection scheme proposed in [3–4] but with
the addition of the patented reverse diode D [5]. The CLIQ is

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cryogenics.2014.01.008&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cryogenics.2014.01.008
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Coupling-Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) protection system
and of the test solenoid magnet (Configuration T0–T5, see Section 3).
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composed of a capacitor bank C, a floating voltage supply S, two
additional resistive current leads CL1 and CL2 connecting the system
to the superconducting coil, a thyristor TH, and a reverse diode D. The
capacitor bank is charged by S with a voltage U0. When a quench is
detected, the thyristor is activated resulting in a current IC to be
discharged through CL1 and CL2. This introduces a current change
with opposite direction in the two branches of the coil A and B. The
presence of the reverse diode allows continuous oscillations of IC.

The time evolution of the CLIQ system is found by solving the
following equivalent system:

IA ¼ IC þ IB

ðLA þMABÞ � _IA þ ðLB þMABÞ � _IB þ RQ ;A � IA þ RQ ;B � IB þ UD ¼ 0

UC ¼ LA � _IA þMAB � _IB þ RQ ;A � IA þ ðRCL1 þ RCL2Þ � IC þ UTH

IC ¼ C � _UC

IAð0Þ ¼ IBð0Þ ¼ I0

ICð0Þ ¼ _UCð0Þ ¼ 0
UCð0Þ ¼ U0;

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ
where IA and IB are the current flowing in A and B, LA and LB the self-
inductances of A and B, MAB their mutual inductance, RQ,A and RQ,B

the quench resistance developed in A and B, UD the voltage drop
across the diode DPC, UC the voltage across C, RCL1 and RCL2 the resis-
tance of CL1 and CL2, UTH the voltage drop across the thyristor TH,
and I0 the initial magnet transport current.

At the moment of the CLIQ discharge, it can be assumed that the
large majority of the coil is in superconducting state, i.e. RQ,A -
� RQ,B � 0. Under this assumption, the system can be analyzed as
a series RLC circuit composed of the equivalent circuit resistance
Req = RCL1 + RCL2 + UTH/IC, the equivalent inductance of the coil cir-
cuit Leq, and the discharging capacitance C. Leq can be calculated
by solving system (1) for constant LA, LB, and MAB:

Leq ¼ ðLA � LB �M2
ABÞ=ðLA þ LB þ 2MABÞ; ð2Þ

which correspond to the impedance of two mutually coupled induc-
tors in parallel. In real cases the self-inductances LA and LB decrease
with the frequency due to dynamic effects linked to coupling cur-
rents, which change the amount of magnetic flux linked to the
superconducting coil. It can be shown that if Req < 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Leq=C

p
the re-

sponse of the RLC system is a damped oscillation. Neglecting the
limited voltage drop across DPC, the voltage across C and the current
IC are equal to:
  

UCðtÞ ¼ U0 � expð�atÞ � cosðxtÞ þ a
x

sinðxtÞ
h i

; ð3Þ

and

ICðtÞ ¼ C
dUCðtÞ

dt
¼ �CU0 �

x2 þ a2

x
� expð�atÞ � sinðxtÞ; ð4Þ

with x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

0 � a2
q

;x0 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Leq � C

p
, and a ¼ Req=ð2LeqÞ. In most

practical cases a�x0 and thus x �x0. Assuming an initial trans-
port current I0, the current in the two branches is:

IAðtÞ ¼ I0 þ ðLB þMABÞ=ðLA þ LB þMABÞ � IC ¼ I0 þ fg;A � IC ; ð5aÞ

and

IBðtÞ ¼ I0 � ðLA þMABÞ=ðLA þ LB þMABÞ � IC ¼ I0 � fg;B � IC ; ð5bÞ

where fg,A and fg,B are purely geometric parameters if the self and
mutual inductances are constant. The introduced current change
in the two branches is thus

dIA=dt ¼ fg;A � dIC=dt

¼ CU0 �
x2 þ a2

x
� fg;A � ½x � expð�atÞ � cosðxtÞ � a

� expð�atÞ � sinðxtÞ�; ð6aÞ

and

dIB=dt ¼ fg;B � dIC=dt

¼ �CU0 �
x2 þ a2

x
� fg;B � ½x � expð�atÞ � cosðxtÞ � a

� expð�atÞ � sinðxtÞ�: ð6bÞ

These oscillating currents change the local magnetic field inside
the coil. Let z and r be the two directions perpendicular to the
transport-current direction. In the case of a solenoid magnet, z is
parallel to the solenoid axis and r is parallel to its radius. In stea-
dy-state the magnetic field along z and r in each superconducting
strand k is a linear function of the transport currents in A and B,
hence

Baz;k ¼ fz;A;kIA þ fz;B;kIB; ð7aÞ

and

Bar;k ¼ fr;A;kIA þ fr;B;kIB: ð7bÞ

The parameters appearing in Eqs. (7a) and (7b) can be calcu-
lated by means of dedicated software, such as [6]. However, in a
solenoid magnet usually Bar� Baz. Hence, let the steady-state mag-
netic field in the z direction be Ba,k = fA,k�IA + fB,k�IB. When a super-
conducting strand is subjected to an applied field change dBa,k/dt,
an induced field change dBi,k/dt is created in the opposite direction
due to inter-filament coupling currents [7]. Thus, the total local
magnetic-field change is:

dBt;k

dt
¼ dBa;k

dt
þ dBi;k

dt

¼ CU0 �
x2 þ a2

x
� ðfA;k � fg;A � fB;k � fg;BÞ � ½x � expð�atÞ

� cosðxtÞ � a � expð�atÞ � sinðxtÞ�

� 1� exp � t
sif ;k

� �� �
; ð8Þ

with sif,k the characteristic time constant of the inter-filament cou-
pling currents,

sif ;k ¼
l0

2qeff ;k

lf
2p

� �2

¼ bk
l0

2
; ð9Þ

with lf the filament twist-pitch, qeff the effective transverse resistiv-
ity of the matrix, l0 = 4p � 10�7 T m/A the magnetic permeability of



  

Table 1
Main parameters of the test solenoid magnet.

Parameter Value

Nominal current, I 400 A
Central magnetic field at I = 400 A 2.5 T
Peak magnetic field in the coil at I = 400 A 2.9 T
Coil critical current at 3.8 T, 4.2 K 521 A
Operating temperature 4.2 K
Self-inductance of magnet coil 462 mH
Magnet coil length 199 mm
Magnet inner diameter 237 mm
Magnet outer diameter 256.6 mm
Number of layers of magnet coil 10
Turns per layer 157
Conductor width 0.8 mm
Conductor height 1.25 mm
Cu/Nb–Ti ratio 4.2
RRR 91
Self-inductance of bandage coil 20.6 mH
Mutual inductance between magnet and bandage coil 93.0 mH
Bandage coil length 199 mm
Bandage coil inner diameter 257 mm
Bandage coil outer diameter 261 mm
Number of layers of bandage coil 2
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vacuum, and bk = (lf/2p)2/qeff,k. The inter-filament coupling losses
per unit volume induced in a cable by the oscillating current are [7]

Pif ;k ¼
lf

2p

� �2 1
qeff ;k

dBt;k

dt

� �2

¼ bk
dBt;k

dt

� �2

¼ 2
l0

sif ;k
dBt;k

dt

� �2

: ð10Þ

If a strand is subjected to a magnetic-field change both in the z
and r direction, their effects superpose and inter-filament coupling
losses generated in both directions can be similarly calculated. Fur-
thermore, if the coil is composed of a multi-strand conductor, sim-
ilar coupling currents are induced between the cable strands. In the
case of a Rutherford-type cable the amplitude and time constant of
these inter-strand coupling currents are given in [7].

The total energy per unit volume deposited in the coil after a
CLIQ discharge can be calculated by integrating in time Eq. (10).
By combining Eqs. (8) and (10) this integral for a strand k reads.

Z
Pif ;kdt ¼

Z
2
l0

sif ;k
dBt;k

dt

� �2

dt

¼ 2
l0
� CU0 �

x2þa2

x
� ðfA;k � fg;A� fB;k � fg;BÞ

� �2

�
Z

sif ;k � ½x � expð�atÞ � cosðxtÞ�a � expð�atÞ � sinðxtÞ��f

� 1� exp � t
sif ;k

� �� ��2

dt: ð11Þ

The integral is numerically solved for various operating param-
eters in order to assess their impact on the system performance.
The results of these calculations are presented in the following sec-
tion together with a selection of test results.

Once the oscillations introduced by CLIQ are completely
damped, IC � 0 and thus the system (1) can be reduced to

IA � IB

ðLA þ LB þ 2MABÞ � _IA þ ðRQ ;A þ RQ ;BÞ � IA þ UD ¼ 0

�
: ð12Þ

During this transient, the magnet current is discharged follow-
ing the relation:

dIA=dt ¼ �IA=sd; ð13Þ

where the time constant sd = (LA + LB + 2 MAB)/(RQ,A + RQ,B) generally
decreases during the discharge due to the increase of the quench
resistance.

3. Quench protection using the CLIQ

The CLIQ system is tested on a Nb–Ti single-wire solenoid mag-
net in the CERN Cryogenic Laboratory in order to assess its perfor-
mance and investigate different electrical configurations.

3.1. Test solenoid magnet

Fig. 1 shows the test circuit. By-pass diodes DPC are installed
across the power converter to protect it during the CLIQ discharge.
The main parameters of the magnet, originally a prototype for the
AEGIS experiment [8], are summarized in Table 1 [9]. It is com-
posed of ten concentric layers powered in series; CL1 and CL2
can be connected to dedicated taps located between every two lay-
ers (see T1–T9 in Fig. 1), or to one of the two main current leads of
the power converter (T0 and T10). Each configuration is denomi-
nated following the taps to which CL1 and CL2 are connected; as
an example, Fig. 1 shows Configuration T0–T5 where the positive
and negative terminals of CLIQ are connected to taps T0 and T5,
respectively.

The CLIQ capacitor bank is composed of 8 film capacitors with
capacitance of 1.1 mF and rated for ±1.1 kV. The capacitors are
connected in parallel; thus, by removing some of them the total
capacitance of the bank C can be varied between 1.1 and 8.8 mF.
The maximum charging voltage U0 used during the tests is 250 V,
safely below the maximum turn-to-turn voltage (�1 kV) and voltage
to ground (�5 kV) that the insulation of the magnet wire can sustain.

Furthermore, a copper bandage coil is wrapped around the sole-
noid. This resistive coil, originally designed as a mechanical rein-
forcement to the magnet coil, is used as a mean to measure the
inductive component of the voltage across the solenoid. In fact,
the voltage over the bandage coil is proportional to the inductive
voltage over the magnet, Uband = fA,band�dIA/dt + fB,band�dIB/dt. This
external coil is composed of two layers of wire with the same num-
ber of turns and cross-section of the superconducting coil compos-
ing the magnet.

3.2. Effect of the coupling losses on the dynamic inductance of the
solenoid magnet

When the magnet is in the superconducting state its dynamic
inductance is significantly decreased due to the presence of cou-
pling losses which reduce the magnetic flux coupled to the super-
conducting coil. As an example, Configuration T0–T6 is considered
with LA = 163 mH, LB = 78 mH, and MAB = 109 mH; thus, following
(2) Leq = 2.1 mH. Discharging a capacitor C = 4.4 mF charged with
U0 = 100 V, following (4) the system oscillates at f0 = x/
(2p) � 50 Hz. This frequency is indeed measured when discharging
the CLIQ system at I0 = 0 when the coil is at cryogenic temperature
(T � 10 K) but not in the superconducting state, see Fig. 2. How-
ever, when the coil is in superconducting state (T � 4 K) the system
oscillates at fSC � 77 Hz, 50% larger than f0. This result shows that at
this frequency Leq in superconducting state is about 40% of the va-
lue calculated using (2) for frequency-independent LA, LB, and MAB.
The comparison between IC measured in normal and superconduc-
ting state is shown in Fig. 2.

3.3. Coupling-Loss Induced Quench

Fig. 3 shows the evolution in time of the currents IA and IB after
triggering the CLIQ at I0 = 300 A. The fast current change introduces
enough coupling losses to initiate a quench in the solenoid, and the
developing quench resistance forces the discharge of the transport
current. The effective coil resistance, also shown in Fig. 3, is de-
duced by subtracting the inductive voltage over the magnet coil,



  

Fig. 2. CLIQ discharges at I0 = 0 (Configuration T0–T6, U0 = 100 V, C = 4.4 mF). Measured currents IC versus time with the coil in normal and in superconducting state.

Fig. 3. Measured currents IA and IB versus time and calculated effective coil resistance RQ versus time after a CLIQ discharge at I0 = 300 A (Configuration T0-T5, U0 = 75 V,
C = 4.4 mF).
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which is proportional to the voltage over the bandage coil, from the
total voltage across the magnet,

RQ ¼ ðUtot � UindÞ=IA ¼ ðUtot � fbandUbandÞ=IA: ð14Þ

The value of fband � 5 can be calculated with dedicated software
[6] or simply deduced as the ratio Uind/Uband measured during a
transient with constant ramp-rate. This equation is not valid dur-
ing the first tens of milliseconds after a CLIQ discharge because
IA – IB. Nevertheless, observing the behavior of RQ provides useful
information about the thermal dynamic of the system and about
the effectiveness of the CLIQ system in quenching the coil. Three
distinct phases are visible in the evolution of RQ. After the CLIQ
triggering a sharp increase is observed while the coil turns from
normal to resistive state. After about 75 ms the whole coil is
quenched, and RQ � 350 mX, roughly corresponding to the resis-
tance of the coil just above the critical temperature. The subse-
quent rise of RQ is due to the increase in the coil temperature
through Ohmic losses. Finally, RQ goes down because the tempera-
ture in the coil decreases due to the helium cooling.

Furthermore, the voltage across each layer l is measured and
used to calculate the effective quench resistance developed in each
layer by similarly subtracting the inductive component,
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Rl ¼ ðUl � Uind;lÞ=Il ¼ ðUl � fband;lUbandÞ=Il: ð15Þ

The linear factors of proportionality fband,l can be calculated [6]
or defined as the ratio Ul/Uband measured during a transient with
steady ramp-rate. During the first tens of milliseconds following
the CLIQ triggering the dynamic effects are relatively strong and
the use of these constant parameters may lead to significant errors
in the calculation of Rl. However, calculating Rl is an effective
means to assess which layers are the first to quench and how fast
the quench propagation is.

Fig. 4 shows the layer-by-layer quench resistance during a CLIQ
discharge. Layers L8, L9, and L10 are more difficult to quench be-
cause the local magnetic field is lower and hence the current-shar-
ing temperature is higher. Furthermore, the resistance of layers L1
and L10 starts decreasing sooner than the other layers as they are
nearest to the helium bath. The middle layers quench first and take
longer to recover as less heat is extracted by the helium cooling.
4. Optimizing the CLIQ performance

About one thousand CLIQ tests have been performed on the test
solenoid magnet in order to study its efficiency under different
operating conditions, investigate the effect of various system
parameters, and optimize its performance. The key parameters un-
der study are the initial current I0, the charging voltage U0, the
capacitance C, the inter-filament coupling loss time-constant sif,
and the position of the injection/extraction points.
4.1. Effect of I0

In the first approximation the current IC discharged by the CLIQ
and the impedance of the two branches A and B do not depend on
the initial current I0 flowing in the solenoid. In fact, the only terms
dependent on I0 in the equations of system (1) are those related to
the quench resistance which can be neglected before the CLIQ dis-
charge (RQ,A � RQ,B � 0). Therefore, the current change in the coil,
and thus the introduced coupling losses, are independent of I0.
Nevertheless, the energy required to quench the coil reduces with
increasing current, because the current-sharing temperature is
lower. Fig. 5 shows the measured IA after triggering a 4.7 mF,
150 V CLIQ at various current levels. It can be seen that – as
Fig. 4. Calculated effective quench resistance in each layer Rl versus time after
expected – the AC component of the current is almost independent
of I0, but at higher current the solenoid is discharged more quickly
because the coil resistance increases faster. This is clearly shown in
Fig. 6 for the same set of transport currents. For higher I0 the frac-
tion of coil quenched by the CLIQ increases, and the Ohmic losses
developed in the coil, proportional to the fraction of quenched coil
and to the square of the transport current, cause a faster rise of the
coil resistance. Below a certain current, the Ohmic losses in the coil
become smaller than the heat removed by the helium surrounding
the solenoid, and thus the coil temperature goes down, and hence
RQ is decreased. In the case of I0 = 100 A, the coil reaches an
equilibrium state between Ohmic loss and helium cooling, and
the coil resistance remains almost constant throughout the current
discharge.
4.2. Effect of U0

The impact of U0 on the total energy deposited with a CLIQ dis-
charge can be easily evaluated by considering a simplified case
where the magnetic field in any point of the magnet is purely par-
allel to the coil axis (Bar,k = 0) and the resistance in the discharge
circuit is zero, i.e. Req = a = 0. Under such assumptions, Eq. (11) is
reduced to
Z
Pif ;kdt � 2

l0
� U

2
0

L2
eq

� ðfA;k � fg;A � fB;k � fg;BÞ2 �
Z

sif ;k

� cosðxtÞ � 1� exp � t
sif ;k

� �� �� �2

dt: ð16Þ

Thus, Pif in any strand of the magnet can be maximized by
increasing the charging voltage U0 to the maximum voltage al-
lowed in the circuit. The deposited coupling loss has a direct effect
on the quench efficiency, as shown in Fig. 7 where the time re-
quired to quench 90% of the coil is plotted for varying I0 and U0.
These values are deduced as the time when the calculated RQ is lar-
ger than 90% of the coil resistance at cryogenic temperature
(T � 10 K); since the temperature in most of the coil does not raise
much during the short considered transients, this approximation
seems acceptable.
a CLIQ discharge at I0 = 300 A (Configuration T0–T5, U0 = 75 V, C = 4.4 mF).



  

Fig. 5. Measured current IA versus time during a CLIQ discharge at various initial currents I0 (Configuration T6–T0, C = 4.7 mF, U0 = 150 V).

Fig. 6. Calculated effective coil resistance RQ versus time after a CLIQ discharge at various initial currents I0 (Configuration T6–T0, C = 4.7 mF, U0 = 150 V).
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4.3. Effect of C and sif

Eqs. (10) and (11) show that the dependency of the inter-fila-
ment coupling loss Pif on their time constant sif is twofold. In fact,
on the one hand Pif is linearly proportional to sif, but on the other
hand it depends on 1�exp(�t/ sif). As a result, for larger sif the
amplitude of the coupling losses increases, but they also need more
time to develop.

For this reason, if the period of the CLIQ oscillations is too short,
i.e. 1/f� sif, the coupling losses do not have enough time to fully
develop and the heat deposited by a CLIQ discharge is limited. This
result can be observed in Fig. 8, where the coupling losses per unit
volume deposited in the first 50 ms after a CLIQ discharge, calcu-
lated by numerically solving the integral in Eq. (11), are shown
for varying 1/f and sif. As expected very little loss is introduced
by CLIQ if 1/f� sif. Similarly, it can be noted that for very small val-
ues of sif the CLIQ introduces limited coupling losses due to the lin-
ear dependency of the deposited losses on the value of sif.

Thus, for any oscillation period an optimum value of sif exists
that maximizes the coupling losses introduced by a CLIQ discharge.
As shown in Eq. (9), the value of sif depends on the filament twist-
pitch and on the effective resistivity of the matrix.

Finally, one can observe that increasing the oscillation period,
proportional to

ffiffiffi
C
p

, monotonically enhances the deposited cou-
pling loss. This result is confirmed by the analysis of the coil
quench resistance obtained after a CLIQ discharge. Fig. 9 shows a
comparison between the calculated RQ developed after triggering
a T0–T5, 75 V CLIQ system at I0 = 200 A for various values of C. As



  

Fig. 7. Calculated time required to quench 90% of the coil after a CLIQ discharge versus I0, for various charging voltages U0 (Configuration T6–T0, C = 4.7 mF).

Fig. 8. Calculated inter-filament coupling loss per unit volume introduced during the first 50 ms after a CLIQ discharge, normalized to the energy required to quench a unit
volume, versus the oscillation period 1/f and the inter-filament coupling loss time-constant sif (Configuration T0–T5, Leq = 2.3 mH, U0 = 75 V, I0 = 200 A, fk = 3.7 mT/A,
Req = 250 mX).
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expected, the quench performance improves with larger capaci-
tance. In these operating conditions, a value of C = 2.2 mF is not
sufficient to initiate a quench in the solenoid, whereas increasing
C up to 8.8 mF, thus doubling the oscillation period, quenches
the whole coil in less than 100 ms.

4.4. Effect of the positioning of CLIQ injection/extraction points

The positioning of the CLIQ injection and extraction connections
to the solenoid magnet (CL1 and CL2, see Fig. 1) greatly affects the
system behavior and performance. Firstly, the oscillation frequency
f of the RLC discharge system can be increased by placing the inter-
nal current lead (see CL2 in Fig. 1) closer to one side of the coil, thus
reducing LA or LB and hence Leq. Enhancing f increases the current
change rate, and thus the coupling loss, in the branch of the coil
with smaller impedance; however, less symmetric configurations
also produce inhomogeneous heat deposition in the coil due to
the different current change in the branches A and B. Secondly, dis-
charging an AC current through an internal current lead placed be-
tween two layers of a solenoid effectively splits the coil in two



  

Fig. 9. Calculated effective coil resistance RQ versus time after a CLIQ discharge at various capacitances C (Configuration T0–T5, I0 = 200 A, and U0 = 75 V).
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solenoids subjected to opposite current change. As a result, the two
layers adjacent to CL2, located at the boundary between the two
coil branches, undergo the maximum magnetic-field change.

This result is evident when observing Fig. 10, where the time re-
quired to quench each of the ten layers of the solenoid is plotted
for a range of electrical configurations featuring a 75 V, 8.8 mF CLIQ
discharge between a side of the magnet (T0) and various points in
the middle of the coil (from T1 to T9). As expected, the first layers
to quench are those adjacent to the CLIQ injection points.
Furthermore, it can be seen that the layers located in the inner re-
gion of the solenoid are easier to quench due to the higher mag-
netic field and hence smaller temperature margin. On the
Fig. 10. Calculated time required to quench 90% of each of the ten layers of the solenoid
U0 = 75 V, and C = 8.8 mF).
contrary, Configuration T9–T0, not shown in the plot, deposits
most of the heat in the two outermost layers (L9 and L10) which
are the most difficult to quench. As a result, no quench is initiated
in the coil before several hundred milliseconds.

In all the other shown configurations, once a quench is initiated
the Ohmic heat generated in the portion of coil already in normal
state diffuses to adjacent layers and thus the quench propagates.
At this current of I0 = 200 A, 10–20 ms are needed in order to fully
propagate the quench to a neighboring layer. However, one can ob-
serve that the heat propagation is slower in the outer, low mag-
netic-field region of the solenoid. For this reason Configuration
T1–T0, which initiates a quench in L1 and L2, requires the longest
magnet after a CLIQ discharge for various configurations (T1-T0� � �T8-T0, I0 = 200 A,
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time to quench the whole coil because the heat needs to propagate
through the layers with the highest margin to quench. As a con-
trast, Configurations T5–T0 and T6–T0 are particularly effective
in quenching the whole coil, because a quench is initiated right
at the center of the solenoid and the Ohmic heat can therefore
propagate in both directions toward inner and outer layers. More-
over, these more symmetric configurations reduce the mechanical
stress on the peripheral layers.

A further improvement in the CLIQ performance can be
achieved by creating two separate zones where a quench is initi-
ated due to high coupling loss. This can be obtained by connecting
both CLIQ terminals CL1 and CL2 to injection/extraction points in
the interior of the magnet coil (T1–T9), thus introducing a large
magnetic-field change in two separate regions of the solenoid.
The equivalent inductance of the discharge system can still be cal-
culated using Eq. (2), where LA and LB are the self-inductance of the
layers between and outside the two extraction points, respectively.
In fact, the two ends of the solenoid coil are connected through two
diodes in antiparallel configuration, and in the first approximation
the two portions of the magnet outside the extraction points can be
considered electrically in series.

An optimum positioning of CL1 and CL2 allows depositing heat
in two well-distributed zones thus maximizing the quench propa-
gation. Fig. 11 shows the quench performance of two configura-
tions designed following this principle, T8–T3 and T6–T4, as
compared to two configurations presented before, T0–T2 and T5–
T0. It can be observed that the CLIQ configurations discharging
through two internal current leads effectively create two distinct
quench zones and are quicker to turn to normal state the whole
winding pack. Configuration T8–T3 starts the quench in layers L3
and L8, whereas Configuration T6–T4 in L4 and L7.

A top-efficiency CLIQ system for the protection of solenoid mag-
nets could include multiple CLIQ’s discharging an AC current with
opposite polarity in every other layer, thus simultaneously gener-
ating high coupling losses in all the layers of the coil and generate
a very homogeneous quench initiation. The size and cost of one
CLIQ system are similar to those of a conventional quench-heater
based protection system, and thus the installation of multiple
Fig. 11. Calculated time required to quench 90% of each of the ten layers of the solenoid
C = 8.8 mF).
  

CLIQ’s seems a viable solution for protecting a superconducting
solenoid magnet. The components of CLIQ are robust and easy to
replace in case of damage. Furthermore, one or more CLIQ’s can
be used to protect an existing magnet with failing quench heaters
without the need of expensive and time-consuming repair work.

Lastly, a further configuration is presented in Fig. 11, based on
an alternative CLIQ design which is the subject of the following
chapter.

5. CLIQ using a mutually-coupled external coil

An alternative quench protection system is presented based on
a capacitive discharge through an external coil surrounding the
solenoid magnet. Due to the strong coupling between the magnet
and the external coil, the oscillation of the current in the external
coil generates a magnetic-field change in the whole solenoid and
thus introduces coupling losses in its coil.

Fig. 12 shows the measured discharged current IC after trigger-
ing an 8.8 mF, 75 V CLIQ system through the normal-conducting
bandage coil wrapped around the magnet. The number of turns
of this bandage coil is about a fifth of that of the solenoid coil. As
a result of the strong coupling between the solenoid and the exter-
nal coil, the current in the solenoid oscillates at the same fre-
quency. The coupling losses generated in the coil by effect of the
introduced magnetic-field change are sufficient to initiate a
quench in a large portion of the coil, as it can be observed in Fig. 12.

Used in this configuration, the CLIQ generates more coupling
losses in the outer layers of the solenoid which are more closely
coupled with the external coil and thus experience a faster change
of the magnetic field. This result can be observed in Fig. 11, where
it is shown that layer L10 is the first to quench, and the heat then
orderly propagates to the inner layers. Furthermore, Fig. 13 shows
the calculated effective resistance of each layer.

For a given capacitance and charging voltage, this alternative
protection method typically introduces less loss in a solenoid than
a standard CLIQ discharge if the external coil has less turns than
the solenoid itself. As an example, Fig. 14 shows a comparison be-
tween the quench performance at I0 = 200 A of a standard CLIQ
magnet after a CLIQ discharge for various configurations (I0 = 300 A, U0 = 75 V, and



  

Fig. 12. Measured current IA and IC and calculated effective coil resistance RQ, versus time after a CLIQ discharge through an external coil (I0 = 300 A, U0 = 75 V, and C = 8.8 mF).
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(Configuration T6–T0) and a CLIQ using an external coil. One can
observe that an 8.8 mF CLIQ using the external coil requires 20–
30 ms more to quench the solenoid coil than a 4.7 mF standard
CLIQ.

The new presented setup, despite its reduced efficiency with
respect to a standard CLIQ, has a twofold advantage. Firstly, it is
electrically insulated from the coil, and since it does not rely on
thermal diffusion for the quench process the thickness of the insu-
lation between the solenoid wire and the external coil can be in-
creased without significant reduction of the quench performance.
Secondly, the AC current is not injected directly in the coil, and
thus the induced change in the coil transport current is limited.
As a result, after triggering the CLIQ the coil current is not
Fig. 13. Calculated effective quench resistance in each layer Rl versus time after a
increased much with respect to its initial value and the Ohmic loss
in the coil is not greatly enhanced. On the contrary, the additional
Ohmic loss during the first CLIQ oscillations may be a significant
setback when triggering a standard CLIQ system. As a result of this
dual advantage, the maximum operating voltage and current of a
CLIQ system using an external coil can be increased with less im-
pact on the safety of the system.

The presented performance is achieved using a resistive ban-
dage coil designed for mechanical reinforcement, hence not opti-
mized for a CLIQ discharge. In general an even faster transition to
normal state of the magnet coil can be expected in the case the
CLIQ external coil is included in the design of the quench protec-
tion system from the start. A first obvious improvement would
CLIQ discharge through an external coil (I0 = 300 A, U0 = 75 V, and C = 8.8 mF).



  

Fig. 14. Calculated time required to quench 90% of the coil versus U0, after a standard CLIQ discharge (Configuration T6–T0, C = 4.7 mF) or a CLIQ discharge through an
external coil (C = 8.8 mF) at I0 = 200 A.
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be the increase of the insulation layer between the external coil
and the magnet, thus allowing a larger CLIQ charging voltage with-
out dramatically increasing the risk of electrical breakdown.

An existing solenoid magnet can be protected with this method
with relatively limited effort, provided a suitable coil mutually
coupled with the solenoid coil is already present.

6. Conclusion

A new Coupling-Loss Induced Quench (CLIQ) protection system,
recently developed at CERN, is thoroughly tested on a Nb–Ti
solenoid magnet in order to assess its performance, highlight key
operating parameters, and study new electrical configurations.

The CLIQ can introduce high coupling losses in the copper ma-
trix of a superconductor by injecting an oscillating current through
a current lead connected to an internal point of a magnet, and thus
provoke a quench in the coil winding pack.

This system introduces similar losses at any current level be-
cause it relies on a capacitive discharge whose dynamics is not
depending on the initial transport current in the coil. The deposited
losses are proportional to the square of the CLIQ charging voltage,
which is usually limited due to safety reason. For a given coil, an
optimum choice of filament twist-pitch and of CLIQ capacitance
exists that maximize the energy deposited in the magnet by a CLIQ
discharge. The choice of the injection and extraction points is very
important for the overall system performance. Connecting the CLIQ
between an external current lead and the center of a solenoid mag-
net initiates the quench in the middle of the coil, thus accelerating
the quench propagation. Alternatively, distributing two injection/
extraction points in optimum positions can further enhance the
system performance by simultaneously provoking a quench in
two separate regions on the coil.

Finally, a new CLIQ electrical design is presented featuring a
capacitive discharge through an external bandage coil surrounding
the solenoid magnet. The fast change in the current in the external
coil perturbs the magnetic field in the magnet and generates
coupling losses. The maximum heat deposition occurs in the outer
layers which are more closely coupled with the external coil.
Whilst for a given charging voltage the quench performance of this
configuration is not as good as that of a standard CLIQ system, the
electrical insulation from the magnet constitutes an important
advantage. In fact, the voltage and current of the discharge circuit
are not directly affecting the solenoid coil, and thus higher safety
limits can be accepted for their maximum allowed value.
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